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It's no longer a matter of if, but when,
an event will occur that creates
downtime for your organization. Will
you prevail?

CUSTOM DESIGNED BACKUP
& RECOVERY...FOR
PROTECTION THROUGH THE
UNFORESEEN

At OneIT, we create IT environments that
let our clients sleep better at night.
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data backup solution developed to meet the specific, yet varying,
requirements of any organization. On premise, off premise, and
tertiary sites combine to offer unprecedented customization,
usability and uptime. 

At OneIT, we view data backup differently.  Why simply backup
data, when you can backup AND recover? We view uptime as
paramount, and create environments  for our customers that
recover their data and keep IT environments running thru any
circumstance.

DataVault TM

is a highly customized BCDRaaS and 
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With DataVault, customers choose the exact features of the BCDR
environment they would like to create. Then OneIT designs,
deploys, and manages it.  We strive to hit each customer's sweet
spot, where budget and risk meet, creating an environment that
fits both perfectly.

Customization options include:

On premise
Off premise
Cloud
Hybrid
Tertiary cloud

Number of 
Sites

Data only
Ability to stand
up
Customized per
site

Recovery

All
Some
Treat
servers/apps
differently
per site

Servers &  
 Apps

Custom RPO
Custom RTO
Near zero data
loss

Retention Security

OneIT builds to
nearly any

compliance
criteria reqired

After a complimentary assessment is performed, and the above
selected criteria are applied, OneIT designs a one-of-a-kind
environment that meets the specific needs of the client, right
down to the storage amounts, CPU and RAM required.  No solution
is “off the shelf,” nor do clients pay for extra storage or compute
quantities that are unneeded.
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DataVault was developed with ease of use and transparency in
mind. It’s a fully managed solution, however clients always have
access to their data, and there are never any access fees. 

OneIT performs all of the uplift of our client’s environment into
our BCDR solutions, as well as provide complimentary training. 
It’s true white-glove service that other providers don’t offer.
 
No capital investment is required; DataVault works with most
existing environments, whether virtual or physical.
 
DataVault is an ideal replacement for legacy tape backup
systems and processes.
 
OneIT’s cloud is located in Tier III and Tier IV carrier hotels, with
access to over 130+ telecom carriers.  With so many choices,
clients can ensure their connectivity into their BCDR environment
is as robust and inexpensive as possible.

Ready to learn more?
Visit www.youroneit.com
or send us an email at
sales@youroneit.com and we'll get back to
you within  4 business hours

Advantages of using DataVault
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